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STONER by John Williams 

 
 
 This is a story about William Stoner, born in 1891, the only child of poor parents who 
scraped a living on a small farm and it follows his life after he is sent to Columbia University to study 
agriculture. Stoner quickly realises that the agriculture course holds little interest for him when he 
attends a literature class and falls in love with words.  He changes course, with the eventual approval 
of his parents when he graduates, and spends the rest of his career as a lecturer at the University 
who is well respected by his students and colleagues.  He makes two friends at University, one who 
is killed early in the First World War and the other one, Gordon Finch who comes back from the war 
to take up a position of influence at the University and who remains a close friend throughout 
Stoner’s life. Finch did all he could to protect Stoner when he made powerful enemies in the higher 
echelons of the University because of his refusal to compromise on his principles. 
 
 Stoner meets and marries Edith, a complex character who was “very close to her father”.  
The marriage is a disaster because of Edith’s strange behaviour – not wanting him near her until she 
decided she wanted a baby and resuming the coldness after the birth of their daughter Grace. Edith 
rejects Grace after the birth but Stoner establishes a loving and mutually rewarding relationship with 
his daughter. This was summarily destroyed by Edith who “took over” the upbringing of Grace after 
destroying all her toys and consigning Stoner  to a small room instead of his office, destroying much 
of his work in the process. As Grace grows up , she deliberately becomes pregnant, marries and 
moves away. Her husband dies in the Second World War and she becomes an alcoholic leaving the 
upbringing of her baby to her in-laws. 
 
 Life was sad and harsh for Stoner much of the time but he found joy in his work and he also 
finds real love with Katherine, a student lecturer at the University. This relationship is beautifully and 
elegantly written.  It was the first time in his life that he had experienced love from anyone so he 
was for a time, very happy.  Inevitably their affair was discovered and they had to separate, and she 
was forced to go away to a different city.  Stone then develops and dies of cancer during which time 
he contemplates his life and finds peace.  
 
 Some of the group found the book somewhat depressing and/or frustrating because of 
Stoner’s passivity in his relationship with Edith whose erratic behaviour is never fully explained. 
However, one member of the Group thought that Edith had possibly been sexually abused by her 



father which would explain her desire to get married quickly (maybe now too old for her father?) 
and the destruction of Grace’s toys.  This was a “lightbulb” moment for us all!  
 
Some comments from members of the Group: 
 
“I'm glad to have read this book as I hadn't heard of it and was interested to see that it had been 
rediscovered and promoted.  I enjoyed the delicate and descriptive prose and found myself crying at 
the beautifully written death scene.” 
 
“The main character is neither explained as particularly ambitious, greedy or heroic but in life 
responded to trying to fulfil a yearning for love of his life’s work and relationship issues of complex 
family and a few friends” 
“This is a strange book where nothing happens except the remarkably dull life of the main character 

and yet I found it quite gripping.  I was quite hooked when we discovered that he found wonder in 

literature to the extent that he made it his life’s work, passing on the love and wonder to others. At 

times I felt sad for him and at others I wanted to give him a quick kick to wake him up and realise 

that he was letting life disillusion him and hurt him, when he could have possibly done something 

about it – but could he? I think that is what the book is about, the lack of actual choice that most 

people, especially those from poor backgrounds, really have in life. His one rebellion against other’s 

expectations was that he selected “Literature” over farming, and then that was it!” 

“Great story, elegantly written” 
 
 
Christine Wright 
 


